3rd Grade Plan of Action
Week of April 27th
● PBS daily 9:30-11:00 (Student choice. Choose those that interest you.
Information about what PBS is supplying for Arkansas students can be found on
the last page of this document.)
● Monday- Zoom read aloud of Frindle @ 11:30.
● Tuesday- Lexia (at least 3 units) OR attached paper copy.
● Wednesday- IXL Math (Your teacher has marked recommendations for you to
work on. You will see the yellow star beside the topic.) OR attached paper copy.
● Thursday - IXL Science (Your teacher has marked recommendation for you to
work on. You will see the yellow star beside the topic.) OR attached paper copy.
● Friday- Zoom meeting @ 11:30 to answer any questions or concerns about
weekly assignments. Teachers will review what students need help with.
SPECIAL EDUCATION SUPPORTS
Parents if your child receives special education services from Mrs. Huggins for math or
literacy follow this link for support you can use at home to assist your child with learning.
Mrs. Huggins’ students will follow their teachers' AMI plan starting April 6th. Please use
the support on this link when needed and contact Mrs. Huggins with any questions or
concerns.
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1YNDqwzH6qHvCpzmm_0x3d0o0fokrZFtB5qXByHUFCps/mobilebasic#id.miaxkmqviq82

We have also attached a list of fun activities. These are simply optional ideas for kids to
do for some fun and creativity.
Below is a list of our emails. If you need a quick response please email all teachers,
and the first one to see it will respond. Teacher emails for any concerns or questions:
vanns@clintonsd.org
polstons@clintonsd.org
campj@clintonsd.org
fletchere@clintonsd.org
smithmo@clintonsd.org
hugginsr@clintonsd.org

***Please know that if you are doing the paper copy that you can just write your
answers on a piece of notebook paper. Just put the date at the top and email a
picture to your teacher.
Assignment
Day of the Week
Students Choice

Participated in a PBS
video. (Choose those that
interest you.)

Monday

Participated in read aloud
on Zoom.

Tuesday

Completed at least 3 units
on Lexia. OR attached
paper copy.

Wednesday

Completed at least 15
minutes of math in IXL.
OR attached paper copy.

Thursday

Completed at least 15
minutes of Science in IXL.
OR attached paper copy.

Friday

Participated in the weekly
wrap up on Zoom.

I have completed this
task.

Join your 3rd grade teachers for a fun adventure with
the book Frindle.
There are two easy ways to join the fun. The link to
join in on the fun in Zoom will be posted weekly on
CES Third Grade Facebook page. It will also be
posted in your child’s Google Classroom reading
page. Please join us every Monday @ 11:30.

Nicholas Allen is known for his creative ideas that always entertain his classmates.
But Nick meets his biggest challenge yet when he enters Mrs. Granger's 5th grade
language arts class. Known for her X-ray vision, obsession with the dictionary, and
strict rules, Nick struggles to break Mrs. Granger down. Then, Nick finds a way to
work his magic once again. He decides to create his own word. From now on, a pen is
no longer a pen-it's a frindle. Will frindle be successful and become the new fad? Or
will it crash and burn and be quickly forgotten? Find out as you follow Nick on his
journey in this unique story about creative thought and the power of words. (Andrea
Fisher, AN-Fisher2@wiu.edu, college student)

Tuesday April 28th (This is only for those that are NOT doing IXL Language Arts.)

Scientists say lightning strikes the surface of Earth about 100 times each second.
Thunderstorms are most frequent during the spring and summer. Experts warn people to be
especially aware of the dangers of lightning during those seasons.

Forces of Nature
Lightning is the flash of light that occurs when electricity moves between clouds or between a
cloud and the ground. The huge spark of electricity is like the tiny kind you get when you run a
comb through your hair or scuff your feet on a carpet—only much stronger.
A lightning bolt that crackles through the air can reach a temperature of 60,000 degrees
Fahrenheit. That is about five times hotter than the sun! The intense heat from lightning causes
the surrounding air to expand, resulting in the loud sound known as thunder.
Thunder is nature's warning to head indoors. As meteorologist Ron Holle from Tucson, Arizona
told Weekly Reader, "When thunder roars, go indoors." A meteorologist is a scientist who
studies weather.
Holle also recommends following the 30-30 rule. If you hear thunder fewer than 30 seconds
after you see lightning, head indoors—the storm is only about 6 miles away. After the storm
ends, wait 30 minutes before going outside. To determine how far away lightning is, count the
seconds between the flash and the thunder. Every 10 seconds equals 2 miles.
Play It Safe
Lightning strikes the ground in the United States about 25 million times each year! Although
getting hit by lightning is unlikely, it is important to stay safe. In the United States, about 60
people are killed each year by lightning.
To stay safe, follow the golden rule—head for cover. "There is no place outside that is safe from
lightning," Holle said firmly. "There are two safe places—inside a [permanent] building or a
metal-topped vehicle."
Lightning Safety Tips
Lightning expert Ron Holle shared the following tips with Weekly Reader:
● Find shelter in a building or a metal-topped vehicle (not a convertible), and close the
windows.
● If you're caught outdoors, stay away from open spaces, and avoid standing near tall
objects, such as trees.

● Avoid using electrical equipment, such as computers, TVs, and phones. (Cell phones are
safe to use.)
● Stay away from sinks and showers. Lightning can travel through water pipes.
1. What is the golden rule of lightning safety?
A. Don’t stand under trees.
B. Avoid using electronics.
C. Stay away from open spaces.
D. Head for cover.
2. What does the author describe at the end of the passage?
A. how to stay safe from lightning
B. how lightning is created
C. how thunder is created
D. what a meteorologist is
3. The time between a lightning strike and thunder indicates the distance of the storm. What
evidence from the passage supports this conclusion?
A. “Thunder is nature’s warning to head indoors.”
B. “Count the seconds between the flash and the thunder. Every 10 seconds equals 2 miles.”
C. “Wait 30 minutes after the last sound of thunder or flash of lightning before going outside.”
D. “If you hear thunder fewer than 30 seconds after you see lightning, head indoors.”
4. “Find shelter in a building or a metal-topped vehicle (not a convertible), and close the windows.”
Based on this safety tip, what can you conclude about the safety of cars during lightning?
A. All cars, regardless of type, will protect you from lightning.
B. B Cars are less safe than buildings during lightning.
C. The rubber tires of a car protect you from lightning.
D. The metal roof of a car protects you from lightning.
5. What is this passage mostly about?
A. why lightning storms are dangerous
B. the relationship between thunder and lightning
C. facts about lightning and safety tips
D. how meteorologists study the weather

Wednesday April 29th (This is only for those NOT doing IXL)
Math

1. Soccer practice began at 8:35am. It ended at 9:50am. How long was soccer practice?
2.A TV show started at 1:37pm. It ended at 2:20pm. How long was the TV show?

3. The dog's nap started at 7:14am and ended at 7:57am. How long was the dog’s nap?

Thursday April 30th (This is only for those NOT doing IXL)
Science

Introduction:
Three fourth grade students are at an amusement park, observing roller coasters with
their science notebooks. One student notices that the roller coaster goes much slower
climbing up the hill than it does when it goes down the hill. The three students discuss
why this might be.
Carlos’s Opinion
The roller coaster goes slower when it climbs up the hill because it is working against
the force of gravity. It has to use a lot more energy to climb the hill than it does to just
fall down it.
Jose’s Opinion
The roller coaster goes slower when it climbs up the hill because of the friction on the
rollercoaster. It has to use a lot more energy to climb up the hill than it does to just fall
down it.
Lupita’s Opinion
The roller coaster goes slower when it climbs up the hill because it is working against
the force of gravity and air friction. It uses a different kind of energy to go up the hill than
it does when it goes down the hill.
1. Based on the introduction only, where are the students when they make their original
observation?

A. The aquarium
B. The zoo
C. An amusement park
D. Six Flags
2. Which student(s) think that the roller coaster goes slower when it climbs the hill
because of the force of gravity?
A. Carlos only
B. Jose only
C. Lupita only
D. Carlos and Lupita only
3. Which students would agree that the roller coaster uses more energy to climb the hill
than it does to fall down it?
A. Lupita and Jose
B. Carlos and Lupita
C. Carlos and Jose
D. Lupita, Carlos, and Jose

Adventures, Explorations, and FUN Activities

(optional)

All activities are optional a nd all of them are fun! Pick as many as you
would like to explore. If you can, learn & explore with a friend. Call them
up & share your discoveries with your teacher!

Leo the Rabbit
Leo the Rabbit is climbing
up a flight of 10 steps. Leo
can only hop up 1 or 2
Smithsonian Air & Space
steps each time he hops.
Virtual museum tours:
Museum
Color & Learn:
He never hops down, only https://bit.ly/amimuseum Explore the museum from
Color a coloring page from
up. How many different Choose from 12 museums your own home. Call up a
the museum collections.
ways can Leo hop up the here. Call & friend a tour a
friend & explore space
https://bit.ly/amicolor
flight of 10 steps? Provide
museum together!
together!
evidence to justify your
https://bit.ly/amispace
thinking.
Create a model or diagram
to show your thinking.
Take a virtual field trip:
Go to the zoo, a museum
or visit another country
with your family without
leaving home!
https://bit.ly/amifieldtrip

Dress Up
Dress Up as a famous
Nasa Science Simulations
historical figure & act like
Explore the atmosphere,
that person all day. Try
circuits, cause of stinky
Joan of Arc, Martin Luther
odors, how sound travels,
King Jr., Cleopatra, Julius
lightning and more!
Play Mathbreakers!
Cesar, Sacagawea or
http://bit.ly/aminasa
Use math to beat the level
anyone else you are
www.mathbreakers.com/
interested in.
play/

Create a mad lib.
Write your own story and
leave out the nouns,
Tour the world!
verbs, adjectives and
Visit famous soccer
Talking Time Desmos
adverbs. Have a friend
stadiums, see the deep
Explore
different ways
choose random nouns,
ocean, or search for the
people talk about time
verbs, adjectives and
ABCs from google earth’s
and
set the clock to match amazing satellite images.
adverbs, plug them in, and
it.
let the fun begin.
https://bit.ly/amigoogleear
Go
to
Visit
th
https://bit.ly/amimadlib student.desmos.com and
enter the code N6G 236
for more ideas.

Museum of Natural
History
Learn about your favorite
-ology. From zoology, to
anthropology & everything
in between! Explore water,
the brain, genetics & space
on this site.
https://bit.ly/amiology

Arkansas PBS will change its weekday schedule between 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. beginning Monday to
broadcast educational programs tied to the state curriculum for pre-K through eighth-grade students.
The public TV network has organized a new program block, titled Arkansas AMI, with the state
Department of Education's Division of Elementary and Secondary Education in response to mandatory
school closures due to covid-19. AMI stands for "alternative methods of instruction."
Arkansas AMI will feature five Arkansas Teachers of the Year hosting segments of each AMI day. The
daily weekday schedule will be:
8-9:30 a.m.: Grades pre-K, 1 and 2
9:30-11 a.m.: Grades 3-5
11 a.m.-1 p.m.: Grades 6-8
Arkansas AMI instructional content and videos will be available online after 4 p.m. on the same day at
myarkansaspbs.org/arkansasami, according to a news release, and each lesson will be archived online.
(The website was still under construction Friday.)
Arkansas PBS will air this new schedule at least three weeks. The content will cover a wide range of
topics and will align with state and federal standards for kindergarten through eighth grade.
"The Arkansas PBS and ADE collaboration to support districts and families is a win for everyone during
these unprecedented times," said Stacy Smith, assistant commissioner of learning services for the
division. "The Arkansas AMI Learning Guides promote continuous learning in our state, while supporting
our teachers, students and parents."
The division will send digital AMI packets, including Spanish language materials and schedules, to each
school district for distribution to families. Anyone who wants to use lesson plans will be able to download
them from myarkansaspbs.org/arkansasami.
According to the news release, viewers statewide can tune in to the following channels, depending on
their location, over the air using an indoor or outdoor antenna:
The Arkansas PBS network includes Northwest Arkansas, KAFT, channel 13; north Central Arkansas,
KEMV, channel 6; northeast Arkansas, KTEJ, channel 19; Central Arkansas, KETS, channel 2;
Southwest Arkansas, KETG, channel 9; southeast Arkansas, KETZ, channel 12. More information about
how to watch can be found at myarkansaspbs.org/channelinformation.

Information provided by the Arkansas Democrat Gazette

